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Welcome to the autumn 2018 edition of the geography
newsletter. The cover photo was taken on a recent final
year fieldtrip to the Pacific Northwest of the USA where
students and staff enjoyed a day off white water rafting on
the Deschutes River in Bend, Oregon. On the subject of
fieldwork our students and staff are currently preparing
to return to the USA as well as Australia, Iceland, Brittany
and Ireland in 2019.
As we welcome new students we also celebrate the
success of our most recent graduates and latest Plymouth
geography alumni. We hope that you enjoy sharing in
these achievements and reading about some of the latest
news from our students and staff.

Dr Alan Smith
Editor | Admissions Tutor
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Students return from fieldwork in the USA, Ireland and Brittany
Final year students returned from fieldwork in the Pacific Northwest of the USA in May 2018. In a two-week,
1000 mile, journey through Washington, Idaho and Oregon students were able to apply advanced human
and physical field techniques in a fitting finale to their degree programmes. Field highlights included walking
alongside Mount St Helens, crossing the Bridge of the Gods over the Columbia River, exploring urban Seattle
and a day off for white water rafting.
Second year students also returned from Ireland and Brittany where they took part in a wide range of human
and physical geography projects developing research skills to prepare them for final year dissertations and field
projects.

A quick photo opportunity on Interstate 84, Oregon

Carantec in Brittany

A break on the journey to Mt St Helens, Washinton State

Enjoying the Irish coastline at Lahinch, County Clare

University of Plymouth awarded TEF
Silver
The University of Plymouth has been awarded a
TEF (Teaching Excellence and Student Outcomes
Framework) Silver by the Office for Students. The
TEF is a government assessment of the quality of
undergraduate teaching and learning in universities
and other higher education providers in England.

This recognises that Plymouth provides high quality
teaching, learning and outcomes for its students and
that it consistently exceeds rigorous national quality
requirements for UK higher education.
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Upcoming joint public and Royal Geographical Society lectures at Plymouth…
Chief Constable Andy Marsh QPM

Mark Blacksell public lecture:

Technological support to policing

Prof. Richard Cowell, Cardiff University

6 pm (doors open at 5.30), 16 Oct 2018,
Plymouth Lecture Theatre,
Portland Square Building

Is the UK heading for a Green Brexit?
Leaving the EU and the future of
environmental governance,

Modern technology provides new tools
in the fight against crime and in assisting
our mission to protect the vulnerable
from harm. In this lecture Chief Constable
Andy Marsh QPM (from Avon and
Somerset Constabulary), will reflect the
changes in policing that we are witnessing,
managing and driving; an update on
how we are harnessing the power and
efficiencies of body-worn video cameras;
the opportunities that technology around
ground-breaking data analytics present to
us; and the continued work on global law
enforcement, which is vital not just for
international policing but also policing here
in the UK.
James Kendall, RGS-IBG
Professional Officer,
will be in attendance
for further information
on the Chartered
Geographer accreditation
programme.

5 pm, 28 November 2018
location to be confirmed
The first of our biannual Mark Blacksell
lectures this academic year will be given
by Professor Richard Cowell from Cardiff
University. Richard is a professor of
environmental policy and planning. His
current work, part of an Economic and
Social research Council (ESRC) funded
research project, focuses on the possible
effects of Brexit on UK environmental
policy.
Both of these lectures are jointly hosted
by the Royal Geographical Society and are
open to all members of the public including
students and staff. For more information on
event details please visit
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on

Hayfever and the University’s Pollen Monitoring Station in the news
Dr Katie Head, Technical Specialist in Palaeoecology, has appeared on ITV Westcountry News on the
subject of hayfever, and the University’s pollen monitoring station. Katie was filmed talking about some of the
reasons pollen levels rise and fall during summer. The UK had very high pollen counts during the end of June
and into July, which significantly affected hay fever sufferers. The hayfever forecast has been undertaken at the
University of Plymouth since 1995, with Katie having managed the unit and counted the pollen for the past
eleven years. The forecast has also relied upon the valuable help of PhD students and Research Assistants.
The pollen is collected daily from a Hirst-type spore
sampler located on the roof of the Fitzroy Building. Slides
are produced and analysed in the Geography Palaeoecology
Laboratories with the results being sent to the Met Office.
These counts are then compiled into the pollen levels we
see on the weather forecast. The hot weather associated
with high pressure and low humidity provides the ideal
conditions for the release of pollen. Grass in particular,
as well as nettle, dock and plantain are all high during the
summer. Eventually pollen production slows down but if it
then rains this prompts another release of pollen, which is
high if more hot weather follows.
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Peruvian glacier retreat and water resources
In March Plymouth geographer Dr Caroline Clason
was selected to attend a workshop on “Peruvian
Glacial Retreat and its Impact on Water Security and
Resilience to Natural Hazards” in Lima, Peru. The
workshop was hosted by NERC (National Environment
Research Council) and CONCYTEC (National Council
for Science, Technology and Technological Innovation),

bringing together experts in glaciers and water
resources from across the UK and Peru to foster
future collaborations and define the scope of a
new UK-Peru research programme supported by
the Newton-Paulet Fund. The workshop delegates
were invited to an evening reception at the British
Embassy in Lima, and visited the Huaraz area of
the Andes, where Peruvian researchers presented
some of the issues relating to water resources
and glacier hazards in the region. The aim of this
research programme is to improve knowledge
on glacier retreat in Peru and its relationship to
natural hazards, water supply and water security
in the region, with a view to informing future
disaster mitigation and land use management
strategies. These will have important consequences
for downstream communities, drinking water,
agriculture and hydropower.

The evening reception at the British Embassy in Lima

Disasters and extreme events support: top researchers gather in Chile
In August 2018 Dr Simon Dickinson, Lecturer in
Human Geography, was invited to Chile to contribute
to a panel investigating how researchers can more
effectively support people and communities after
disasters and extreme events. The event was hosted by
the Chilean Research Center for Integrated Disaster
Risk Management (CIGIDEN) in collaboration with
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, and comprised
of researchers from across the world working in
different disaster recovery landscapes.
Recognising that disasters not only disrupt the
livelihoods and ecologies of concrete communities
and territories, but also reveal and amplify existing
vulnerabilities, the panel explored how researchers
might more effectively engage with the multi-scalar,
multi-temporal nature of disasters. The panel emerged
from the acknowledgement that disasters are rarely
singular points in time, but are instead often defined by
complex timelines – where the process of ‘recovery’
often exacerbates different kinds of vulnerability and
precarity. Despite research that suggests that disasters
produce ‘windows of opportunity’ for more hopeful
forms of society, the panel recognised that these
windows rarely benefit those already in vulnerable
situations.
As a result, the panel addressed and discussed some
of the challenges faced by researchers in working in
disaster landscapes – where many have argued that

new relationships between community groups,
international organisations and scientific institutions
are required in order to foster more effective and
inclusive forms of recovery. Drawing on his research
after a series of earthquakes in Christchurch, New
Zealand, Dr Dickinson contributed to sessions
that explored how disasters might be used to
acknowledge and address existing inequalities and
injustices. His work explores how disasters not
only produce opportunities to rebuild the city
differently, but also give rise to different kinds of
political experiments that attempt to address social
problems. The outcomes of these discussions can
be found in the forthcoming issue of the journal
Resilience.
The panel team also had the opportunity to
contribute to an ongoing CIGIDEN project in
Messana Campamento – an informal settlement
that emerged after a series of local earthquakes
and wildfires. Here team members spent a day
contributing to an ongoing participatory mapping
exercise (using drones) that the community is
conducting for the visualisation of multi-hazards
(fire, landslides, contamination). They also worked
with the community to better understand the
kinds of research and resources that are valued
in encountering and responding to the precarities
generated by multiple disasters.
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Plymouth Geography graduate profile:
Grace Matthews (BSc Geography with
International Relations 2015)
Royal Geographical Society, London
I was born and raised in London, but always wanted
experience a different part of the country when I
went to university. In my first year I studied BSc
Geography, but decided at the end of the year that
my interests lay more on the human side than the
physical, specifically global environmental politics,
so changed onto BA Geography with International
Relations and received a 2:1 at the end of my 3 years
in Plymouth. I was so pleased with how flexible the
degree was, and how it allowed me to make such a
drastic change to my course.
I chose to study geography because it was one of my
favourite subjects at A level and I liked the prospect
of going on trips throughout all 3 years, which not a
lot of other degree courses offer. I also loved how
diverse the subject is; you can learn such a wide
range of things from just one subject. One of the
highlights of my time at Plymouth was the 2 week
field trip to the North West USA. I made some great
friends on that trip, and got to see parts of the USA
that I probably wouldn’t have had I just been there
on holiday! There were options for everyone on the
trip, covering both physical and human geography
themes, with options to conduct your own research
in independent groups, which was fantastic.
After University I spent a year working in short term
jobs, in retail and international travel assistance whilst
deciding what I’d be interested in doing next. From
August 2016 I started my job as Director’s Office
Assistant at the Royal Geographical Society (with
IBG) and have really enjoyed the last 2 years working
here! My role involves working in the Director’s
Office, assisting with the general day to day running
of the Society, but I also hold personal responsibility
for the programming of the Monday Night Lecture
series and organising the annual Medals and Awards
Ceremony. I have met some incredible people whilst
working here, including bumping into a couple of
my lecturers from Plymouth! I get to use my degree
whilst looking into potential lecture topics, and the
skills I gained from my geography course also help
with the organisational side of the job too.
Working for the RGS (with IBG), having a geography
degree is pretty essential, and it is lovely to work
with people who all share the same passion as you,
but even in previous jobs it’s been really helpful.
As it is such a wide ranging subject, geographical
themes can relate to so many professions, whether
they’re typically viewed as “geographical jobs” or

Grace at the Royal Geographical Society, London
not. Working in international assistance, just having
a broader understanding of the world in general was
extremely useful when helping people in difficult
circumstance across the globe. My geography degree
helped me get that job, which in turn improved my
skill set even more and helped me get the job I’m
doing today.
I’m really proud to say that I use my degree every day
at work but in no way expected this to be the case,
as a lot of people leave university and go into careers
that aren’t directly related. I think this is just down to
the nature of geography as a degree; you leave with
such a wide range of skills and knowledge that you
are employable in so many industries, one of the many
reasons I’d recommend studying geography, especially
at Plymouth! I’m still unsure about where I’d like my
career to go, but I know that with my experience
at this job and my geography degree, this could be
anywhere and I’m really excited to see where it takes
me next.
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Graduation 2018 - celebrating the success of our newest geography graduates.
In September 2018 our latest geography graduates celebrated their degree award and successes on a windy
Plymouth Hoe. These achievements are testament to three or more years of dedicated hard work and support
from friends, family and tutors. As the latest members of Plymouth geography alumni they have joined a
lifelong club and support network to equip them for the future.

After three years' hard work the graduation ceremony
is a moment to reflect and celebrate.

Some of our Geography staff enjoying the success of our graduates.

The 2018 School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences graduation photograph
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Our 2018 MSc Planning staff and graduates.
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Geography staff research activities ...
Dr Paul Simpson, Associate Professor of Human Geography
at Plymouth, was invited to present at the symposium ‘The Way
of Ambiances: The Sensory Experience of Situations’ in early
September. This event took place at the International Cultural
Centre at Cerisy-la-Salle (CCIC) in Normady, one of France’s
most prestigious academic venues. A distinct feature of Cerisy is
its remoteness from both the traditional cultural centres of France
(eg Paris) and from just about anywhere. To get to Cerisy from
Plymouth required a 24+ hour round trip via Roscoff!
This event consisted of approximately 80 delegates from around
Europe and representing disciplines from across the humanities and
social sciences who share an interest in issues of sensory experience
and how various spaces and situations are designed and researched.
Presenting in a panel titled ‘What do you mean by affect?’ Paul gave
a presentation titled ‘The Ambiguity of Affect’ which was drawn
from the book he is currently writing on ‘Non-Representational
Theory’.
Professor Richard Yarwood was invited by the University
of Helsinki to be a visiting rural scholar at its Ruralia Institute in
Mikkeli, Finland. His visit allowed him the opportunity to develop
his work on dementia in rural areas by collaborating with local staff
and agencies. While he was also there he explored the military
heritage of Mikkeli, which was the headquarters of the Finnish
army in World War Two. He delivered research seminars at
Mikkeli and Seinäjoki and made progress on his new book ‘Rural
Geographies’, which is due to be published by Routledge next year.
Colleagues from the Ruralia Institute made Richard very welcome
and offered him insights into the Finnish countryside and culture
through orienteering, walking and outdoor cooking in the stunning
landscapes of Eastern Finland.
Dr Nicki Whitehouse and a number of other Plymouth
geographers contributed to and edited an edition of PAGES ‘Past
Global Changes’ Magazine focusing on “Past Land Use and Land
Cover”
The edition summarises state of the art research that emphasises
the need for quantified reconstructions of past land-use and
land-cover change for Earth System Models. These are needed to
improve understanding of the effects of past anthropogenic landcover change on climate systems. The Plymouth geographers also
highlight how land-use and land-cover change over past millennia
can be reconstructed at local to continental scales using the
results of archaeological studies combined with model-based
quantification of past plant cover from fossil pollen data.
The articles can be accessed here:
http://pastglobalchanges.org/products/pages-magazine/12456
and more information regarding the PAGES LandCover6K working group here:
http://www.pastglobalchanges.org/ini/wg/landcover6k/intro
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Learning for the future: River restoration from a Geography-Photography perspective
Developing skills in interdisciplinarity is increasingly
being recognised to enhance graduate employability.
Interdisciplinary is also critical to topics such as
river restoration where applications typically involve
a wide array of specialists, placing great value on
those who can understand and communicate across
disciplines. An innovative scheme was launched last
year which saw students from Geography work
together with students from Photography to design
a river restoration scheme as part of the Restoring
Freshwater Environments module. The scheme
was supported as part of a broader project called
‘Learning for the Future’, led by the University’s
Teaching and Learning Support (TLS) unit, and
focused on the educational implications of the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.

water-arts conference (Liquidscapes) held at
Dartington Hall near Totnes, where a delegation
of students explained and were asked questions
on their experiences of interdisciplinary learning.
They reported obtaining a better appreciation of
different disciplinary viewpoints on a problem,
improvements in explaining their specialist
knowledge to those with different backgrounds, and
productive experiences in problem solving as part of
a group. The students also described gaining greater
confidence in searching for employment, and that
the project led them to consider new types of job.
The benefits of working in this way are so extensive
that the interdisciplinary collaboration is continuing
this academic year.

Dr Peter Downs and Professor David
Gilvear from Geography together with Heidi
Morstang and Tim Mills from Photography were
joined by Drs Harriet Dismore and Paul Warwick
from TLS who provided expert instruction on
how to develop an interdisciplinary approach to
coursework, centred on the sustainability challenge
of river restoration. Students worked together
through an orientation-based fieldtrip and a series of
workshops that guided them through the assessment
and design process and made them aware of the
interdisciplinary skills they were developing at each
stage of the process. Interdisciplinarity requires a
critical awareness of the strength of your subject
and those of others, the development of shared
goals and mutual respect among team members,
the ability to translate experiences ‘outwards’ to
those without specialist expertise, and the capacity
to integrate multiple perspectives within a project.
The project culminated with a jointly-presented
restoration design exhibition held in a public space
on the university campus. Several very inventive
designs were produced! (see photos).
The project has been presented by staff and students
at various conferences, including at an international
Photographer and geographer ...

One of the poster exhibits
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Planning the future of Planning Aid
England in the South West
The Task Group for Planning Aid England (PAE) in the
South West, part of the Royal Town Planning Institute
(RTPI), commissioned a research project in Autumn
2017 with the MSc Planning students at the University
of Plymouth as part of their Research Methods module
(led by Dr Stephen Essex). The aim of the research
was to examine the awareness of PAE services in the
South West and to identify the types of outreach work
that would best support local communities and groups
in the region. PAE provides free and independent
professional planning advice, which is delivered by
around 300 volunteers across the country. The Task
Group saw this research project as a real chance to
prioritise the work of PAE on projects which were
likely to support communities and groups in the South
West over the next few years.
Knowledge from the field to stakeholder
The Task Group worked with the students to compile
a set of questionnaires, which were sent to a sample
of Local Planning Authorities (LPAs), ward councillors
and Coastal Community Teams (CCTs) throughout the
South West. The sample of LPAs and ward councillors

was based on one-third of the communities falling
within the top 20% most deprived Lower Super
Output Areas in England, while all CCTs based on
the South West coast were invited to participate in
the survey.
Jo Widdecombe and Katie Graham (former
Plymouth Geography graduate, 2003) from the Task
Group attended a presentation of results in January
2018, where the Plymouth MSc Planning students
presented and discussed the findings of the research
and suggested recommendations about how PAE
might work directly with community groups in
need over the next few years (see below). In the
long-term, there is an aspiration to build on this
initial experience of investigative research and to
obtain further commissioned research project
work for the MSc Planners at the University of
Plymouth. Ongoing, the Task Group has recognised
the need to raise the profile of PAE in the region
and to encourage more volunteers to get involved.
MSc Planning students at the
University of Plymouth during
the presentation of their
research findings to Planning
Aid England on 18 January,
2018. From left to right: Peter
Lambert, Ed Crome, Naomi
Jackson, Hannah Millar,
Joseph Smithyman, Carlotta
Molfese, Rupert Warwick, Jo
Widdecombe (PAE), Katherine
Graham (PAE), Philip Twamley,
Oliver Thorogood and
Katherine Collins.

Geography graduate
dissertation

publishes

from

Chess Fearnley, one of our outstanding 2016/17
graduates, has just published work from her dissertation
in the journal Geography, the official publication of
the Geographical Association. Chess' dissertation
‘Twitter: an emerging source for geographical
study’ used social media as a source of geographical
information, and the article provides a valuable review
of this revolutionary new direction in production and
analysis of geographical knowledge.
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Research grant success
Research active staff in Geography at Plymouth have continued in research funding success. This also benefits
our students with the latest research-led teaching delivering the newest developments at the forefront of our
discipline. Sone of their successes since our last newsletter are highlighted below:
Dr Caroline Clason, Dr Kim Ward and Professor Will Blake have been awarded a £15,000
Environment and Sustainability Research Grant from the Royal Geographical Society to support their
interdisciplinary research on “Release of legacy fallout radionuclides from retreating glaciers: co-producing ‘risk
maps’ with the Sami to inform adaptations to an emerging threat in Arctic Sweden”.
Dr Caroline Clason was awarded £1,250 by the Quaternary Research Association to support fieldwork
in Iceland investigating the accumulation of anthropogenic pollutants and radioactive fallout in cryoconite (ice
surface sediments) on the outlet glaciers of Vatnajökull.
Professor Richard Yarwood has been awarded a research grant of £11,194 from the Seale Hayne Trust
for the project Food left rotting in the field? The Impact of Brexit on Migrant Agricultural Workers, Food
Production and Rural Communities.
Dr Andrew Seedhouse’s research delivery organisation Smart Applications Management (SAM), which was
developed and nurtured here in Geography / SoGEES, has just been awarded the contract to deliver a £2.9m
investment programme for the Welsh Government in new smartcard, contactless and barcode reading ticketing
equipment for all SME Bus Operators in Wales. The programme is being delivered in partnership with Welsh
Local Authorities and over 55 bus companies and uses the OJEU National Procurement Framework that was
developed by SAM.
Dr Peter Downs has been awarded two research grants. The first is €6,000 to organise and chair an
academic-stakeholder workshop on ‘Challenges in Managing Fluvial Systems in the Anthropocene: Innovations
in Analysing Rivers Co-evolving with Human Activities’, at the forthcoming Integrative Sciences and Sustainable
Development of Rivers international conference at the Université de Lyon.
The second is a Sustainable Earth Institute ‘Creative Associate Award’ of £4,270 (with Dr Philip Soar, University
of Portsmouth) for a project called ‘Extract, Transform, Bed Load’, designed to bring together academics
and creative software technologists to establish an open data portal for sharing, manipulating and creatively
visualising high-resolution data on river bedload.

Staff awarded external professional recognition
In every year of the Plymouth degree programmes students are taught by experienced
lecturers and professors and supported by highly qualified technical staff. This year the
Higher Education Academy (HEA) continues to award geography staff fellowships (FHEA)
and associate fellowships (AHEA) as independent recognition of their teaching excellence:

Mr Tim Absalom
AHEA

Dr Kim Davies
AHEA

Prof. Ralph Fyfe
FHEA

Senior Technician
(Mapping)

Postdoctoral
researcher
(Quaternary
environments)

Professor of
Geospatial
Information

Mr Shaun Lewin Mrs Jane Thorning
AHEA
AHEA

Senior Technician
(Geospatial
Technologies)

Senior Technician
(LABplus)
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Royal Geographical Society award for
Professor Jon Shaw
Head of Geography Professor Jon Shaw was the
recipient of the 2018 Alan Hay Award for significant
contributions to transport geography, at this year’s
Annual Conference of the Royal Geographical Society
(with the Institute of British Geographers). Transport
Geography is a vibrant sub-discipline of human
geography, and is essentially the study of where and
how people travel, why they travel there and why this
matters.
Jon explains: "transport is inherently geographical,
because it involves going between places – moving
from A to B, if you like – across spaces like cities and
countries. We also travel in confined spaces – cars,
trains and the like – and so transport geographers are
also interested in studying people’s travel experiences.
All of this is important for any number of reasons.
Locally, for example, people might not like the idea
of a big new railway being built at the end of their
back gardens, or having their house knocked down
so a third runway at Heathrow can be built. At the
other end of the spectrum, at the global scale the
way we choose to travel has massive implications
for phenomena like global warming. If we all walked,
cycled and used public transport more, and didn’t use
cars and planes as much, transport would be much
more climate-friendly.”
Recipients of the Alan Hay Award are judged in the
opinion of the awarding committee to have notched
up a range of important accomplishments in their
careers. Jon’s career highlights include authoring /
editing nine books and writing around 50 academic
papers, as well as teaching transport geography to

School of Geography, Earth and
Environmental Sciences
University of Plymouth
A504 Portland Square
Drake Circus
Plymouth, UK PL4 8AA

more than a thousand undergraduates and supervising
seven transport geography PhD studentships. He is a
former Associate Editor of the Journal of Transport
Geography, and was both Chair and Secretary of the
Transport Geography Research Group (of the RGSIBG). He’s currently Vice Chair of the European
Platform for Transport Sciences. Beyond academia, he
has been a Special Adviser to the House of Commons
Transport Committee, serves on the Stakeholder
Advisory Board of Great Western Railway and is
a regular on TV and radio and in the printed media
commentating on transport issues.

Contact us:
+44 (0)1752 588670
alan.smith@plymouth.ac.uk
@PlymGeog
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